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QUESTION 1

You have a list of tasks entered into Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server (TFS) 2012. Each task has an
estimated effort and assigned to a team member. 

You have limited resources available. Due to external requirements, the start date and end date of the current iteration
are fixed. Several of the tasks have dependencies on one another. 

You need to identify a critical path. 

What should you do? (To answer, move the three appropriate actions from the list of actions to the answer area and
arrange them in the correct order.) 

Select and Place: 

Correct Answer: 
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QUESTION 2

You are developing an n-tier application. An architect has provided a layer diagram as shown in the exhibit image. (Click
the Exhibit button.) 

Your code is built as part of an automated team build. 

A class in the data access layer is changed to utilize a utility class that resides in the business logic layer. 

You need to ensure that the code and layer diagram are valid in a manner that follows good architectural and object
oriented practices. What should you do? 

A. Create a new cross-cutting layer and refactor the utility class into the new layer, allowing the new layer to reference
both the data access layer and the business logic layer. 

B. Leave the layers the same and duplicate the utility class in both the data access layer and the business logic layer. 

C. Create a new cross-cutting layer and refactor the utility class into the new layer, allowing the data access layer and
business logic layer to have one-way dependencies to the new layer. 

D. Change the dependency between the data access layer and the business logic layer to be bi- directional. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 3
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Your development team uses Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server (TFS) 2012 with the Microsoft
Framework (MSF) for Capability Maturity Model Integration (CMMI) template. 

You are reviewing outstanding issues with your team and trying to agree on whether you can mark a particular issue as
resolved. 

You need to determine whether the issue has been resolved. 

Which two criteria must the team meet before the issue can be marked as resolved? (Each correct answer presents part
of the solution. Choose two.) 

A. All impediments under an issue have been completed. 

B. All user stories under an issue have been completed. 

C. Stakeholders are satisfied that the issue has been resolved. 

D. All tasks under an issue have been completed. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

Review Issues for Resolution After all tasks under an issue have been completed, the stakeholders should decide
whether the issue has been resolved. 

http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ee461539.aspx 

 

QUESTION 4

Your team uses Microsoft Visual Studio Team Foundation Server (TFS) as their application lifecycle management
solution. 

The team is developing a mission-critical internal web application. The data service and user interface are on different
servers. The web application includes a Windows client The internal IT group uses packaged software to distribute 

software to internal clients. File shares are used for staging. The file shares are titled \\deploy\staging\myapp. and they
contain the install packages. 

The team needs to deploy updates on a quarterly basis. The team also needs to keep copies of the deployed software
in the team\\'s environment and to use TFS Release Management. 

You need to create a process that deploys the Windows client to the staging area. 

What should you do? 

A. Create a custom action to deploy your msi file, and use one-click deployment. 

B. Create a Release Template, and add the step Copy file or Folder in the Staging tab. Set the Destination to
\\deploy\staging\myapp. 

C. Create a Release Template, and add the Windows OS task of moving a file. Set the staging area as the place to
move the msi file. 

D. Create a custom action that connects to the internal third-party deployment api, and add it to the Release Template. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You are a project manager responsible for all phases of a new application development project. 

Your project is a customer-facing website that is strategic to the rollout of a new product. 

You need to ensure that the project is delivered on time and on budget with a minimal number of defects. 

What should you do first? 

A. Create test plans and author test cases. 

B. Conduct exploratory test sessions. 

C. Illustrate requirements with Microsoft PowerPoint storyboarding and link storyboards to work items. 

D. Engage stakeholders to provide feedback about pre-release software. 

Correct Answer: C 
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